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M A N DAT O RY A R B I T R AT I O N
T H E A LT E R NA T I V E T O T R I A L
In Washington, most of the superior

tration hearings last no longer than a

courts have adopted a program known

day while a jury trial can last several

The purpose of

as “mandatory arbitration.” Arbitration

days or even weeks.

Mandatory Arbitration

is another way to resolve a case in-

is to reduce court
congestion, expedite the
litigation process, and to
provide a cost effective
resolution of civil
claims.

stead of going to trial. With arbitration,

There are potential drawbacks with

the court appoints an “arbitrator” who

arbitration. For instance, there is a

will decide the case by listening to tes-

limit on the amount of damages that

timony, reviewing evidence, and then

can be awarded. In Washington (as of

issuing an award. The arbitrator is usu-

the date of this writing) that limit is

ally an experienced attorney or retired

now $50,000. But even if your case is

judge. This author has served as an

worth more than $50,000 it could still

arbitrator in many personal injury

be advantageous to participate in man-

cases. The purpose of Mandatory Arbi-

datory arbitration because of the high

tration is to reduce court congestion,

costs and risks of going to trial. An-

expedite the litigation process, and to

other potential drawback is that either

provide a cost effective resolution of

party can appeal the arbitration award

civil claims.

and request that the case be tried in
court. However, if a party appeals the

Arbitration is often preferred over a

award but fails to do better at trial,

jury trial because the costs are much

that party will have to pay the other

lower, the rules of evidence are re-

side’s attorney fees and costs (which

laxed, and the hearing itself is far less

could be substantial depending on the

stressful than a jury trial. Also, the arbi-

facts of the case and the length of

tration hearing may be scheduled

trial).

within four to six months after a lawsuit is filed while it can take up to two

In this author’s experience, more than

years or more to get to trial. Most arbi-

90% of the arbitration appeals are re-
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quested by the defendant’s insurance

cases because the jury may be left

company. Most plaintiff attorneys do

with the impression that the plaintiff

not like to appeal an arbitration award

and his or her attorney have forced the

because it creates a significant risk

jury to come to court to decide a small

that the client may have to pay the

case. Many times jurors resent having

defendant’s attorney’s fees. What

to decide a small case because they

most people fail to recognize is that

believe smaller cases should be set-

many insurance companies will inten-

tled. Yet jurors never realize until after

tionally appeal a fair arbitration award

the trial that it was the defendant’s

to force the plaintiff to incur the sub-

insurance company that appealed the

stantial added expense of trying the

award and forced a trial. Fortunately,

case in court. Why is this so? Because

this author has developed proven trial

these same insurance companies want

techniques to combat this problem.

to make it as expensive and time consuming as possible to wear down the

It is important to remember that there

remember that there are

plaintiff and her attorney. In fact, many

are specific rules that govern Manda-

specific rules that govern

insurance companies will routinely

tory Arbitration. These rules are com-

spend more money to defend a case

plex and can provide traps to the inex-

than the amount of money it would

perienced attorney. You should always

The failure to strictly

take to simply pay the arbitration

consult with a qualified and experi-

comply with the rules

award.

enced personal injury attorney about

Mandatory Arbitration.

whether your accident case is appro-

could result in dismissal
of the case.

If the arbitration award is appealed
and the case goes to trial, the jury will
never be informed that the case was
submitted to arbitration. And of course,
the jury will never be told the amount
of the arbitrator’s award. This can create problems especially in smaller

priate for Mandatory Arbitration.
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The personal injury attorneys and trial lawyers at the
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that sustaining traumatic
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legal system. We understand that the selection of
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and which may have far
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